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Summary
Two-dimensionalnumericalsimulationsof seabreezedevelopmentover alargesandbar
on the North Seacoastof Germanyarereported.The numericalmodelusedin these
experimentscontainsa detailedtreatmentof soil moisture,whichallows evaluationof
the effectsof differential surfacecharacteristicson the airflowpattern. Resultsof the
simulationsindicate that the contrastbetweenthe moist sandbarand adjacentdry land,
the tidal inundation of the sandbar,and the westwardpenetrationof the Baltic seabreeze
play important roles in the developmentof mesoscaleairflow patterns in the sandbar
region.
Zusammenfassung
Eine numerische Studie des Einflusses einer groBen Sandbank auf die Entwicklung
del Seebrise

,

Die zweidimensionale, numerische Simulierung del Seebrisenentwicklung tibeT einer
gro~en Sandbank an del Nordseektiste DeutscWands wild beschrieben. Das hier angewandie Modell enthiilt erne detaillierte Behandlung del Bodenfeuchte, welche erne
Auswertung des Effektes differenzierter Oberflachencharakteristika auf die Luftstromung erlaubt. Rechnungsresultate zeigen, d~ del Kontrast zwischen Sandbank und
benachbartem, trockenem Land, die gezeitenbewirkte Vberflutung del Sandbank und
die nach Osten vorrtickende Seebrise del Ostsee erne wichtige Rolle in del Entwicklung
van mesoskalaren Stromungsverteilungen im Gebiet del Sandbank spielen.

I. Introduction
Along the North Seacoastof Gennany there exist extensiveareasof sand
which are inundated at high tide, and which are above water at low tide.
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These sandbarsare depicted by the shadedareasshown on the map in
Fig. 1.
As thesesandbarsextend up to fifteen to twenty kilometers out into the
sea,their inundation might be expected to exert a major effect on the
local airflow in this area. Sea-breezecirculations are generatedby landwater surface temperature contrasts. Tidal inundation (or recession)producesa significant horizontal displacementof the zone of maximum surface
temperature contrast, to which the atmospheremust respond. Though the
transition is strongly dependent on the local top'ographyof the sandbars
the inundation takes place on a time scaleof one hour.
Whenthe sandbaris above water, the difference in surfaceheating between
the moist sand and the drier soil at adjacentinland locations is expectedto
also affect the local airflow pattern.
To our knowledge,the effects of sandbarson atmosphericairflows have not
heretofore been studied!. In this introductory study, we utilize twodimensionalmesoscalenumericalsimulations to assess
the responseof the
atmosphereto a large sandbarof uniform composition. However, we are
aware that the morphology of this coastal region [11] is more complex.
The resulting parameterization of friction and moisture flux is therefore
only approximate.
The numerical model utilized in this study is a two-dimensionalform of a
primitive-equation, hydrostatic incompressiblemodel originally developed
by Pielke [9] for the study of seabreezesin south Florida. The model includesa surface heat budget [10] and a treatment of soil moisture effects
[5]. This model appearsto be well suited to the study of airflows generated
by differential surfaceheating.
Model Description
The basic equations for the numerical model are given in Mahrer ana
Pielke [3], along with a detailed description of the treatments of the atmospheric surface layer, planetary boundary layer, and radiative fluxes. The
fluxes of momentum, heat, and moisture in the atmosphericsurface.layer
are parameterizedaccording to Businger[I]. The height of the planetary
boundary layer is determined from a prognostic equation proposed by
Deardorff [2]. Turbulent exchangeco~fficients are computed according
to the method of a' Brien [6], based on the surface layer fluxes and the
planetary boundary layer (PBL) height.
At land locations a surface heat balance equation is solved iteratively for
surface temperature in each grid column as described by Mahrer and
The influence of wet ground juxtaposed against dry ground, however, has been
sumulated for severalselected cases(e.g. see[7]).
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Fig. 1. The North Seacoastof Germany.The sandbarareasareshaded

Pielke [3]. This equation imposesa balanceamong (I) the net fluxes of
short and long-waveradiation; (2) the turbulent atmospheric fluxes of
sensibleand latent heat above the air-soil interface; and (3) the flux of
heat into the soil below the interface. A one-dimensionaldiffusion equation
is solved at eachland grid point for soil temperature.
The treatment of the moisture fluxes at the air-soil interface is discussed
in detail by McCumberand Pielke [5]. We predict the soil moisture content
through a specified depth of the soil, and impose continuity of the moisture
flux at the air-soil interface through an iterative process.
Since the flux of latent heat is directly proportional to the flux of water
vapor, the soil moisture characteristicseffectively govern the partition of
incoming solar radiation betweensensibleand latent heating in this model.
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Characteristicsoil parametersfor the textural classesassignedin this study
are given in Table AI. It is well known that the flux characteristicsof the
ground may changeconsiderablywhen a plant canopyis present. However,
the synoptic situation we have consideredis coincident with the period
shortly after harvesttime wherelarge portions of the ground are bare soil.
At the ground, a no-slip condition is imposed on velocity. On water surfaces,
0 is held constant at 292 K; the air immediately abovea water surfaceis
assumedto be saturated. At the land points, Osand 1/are held constant at
a depth of 50 cm.
We assumea roughnesslength of 0.1 cm for the sandbar,and 4 cm for all
other soils.
At the lateral boundaries of the model domain, zero-gradientboundary
conditions are imposed on u, v, 0, and q. The upper boundary is a material
surface whose height is predicted as described by Mahrer and Pielke [3];
on this surface,u, v, 0, and q remain cohstant.

5. Initial Conditions
The initial conditions assignedfor these simulations are representativeof
a summertime synoptic pattern which results in maximum daytime landwater temperature contrasts along the coastsof Schleswig-Holstein.This
pattern is dominated by a stagnant high pressureridge centered over
northern Scandinavia.The easterly flow at low levels associatedwith this
pattern produces abnonnally hot and dry daytime conditions over much of
Germany, with maximum temperaturesat inland surfacestations frequently
in excessof 30 °C.
The model is initialized at local sunrise,computed for 1 August at latitude
55 N (0415 LST). The initial atmosphericprofiles of {Jand q are assumedto
be horizontally homogeneous;theseare given in Table 2.
'

Table 2. Initial Profiles of ()and q
z(m)

IJ (K)

q(gkg-1)

z(m)

8 (K)

q (g kg-I)

5000
4750
4350
3750
3250
2750
2250
1750

307.25
306.5
305.0
303.5
302.0
300.5
299.0
297.5

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

12,50

296 .0
294 .5
293 .5
292 ,6
292,.0
291,,0
290 ,0
289,.0

4.5
5.5
6.5
7.9
8.1
8.3
8.5
8.7

1.0

1.5
2.5
3.5

750
350
150

75
37.5
17.5
6
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6. Treatment of the Tidal Cycle
Based on the observed behavior of the sandbarsoff the west coast of
Schleswig-Holstein,we approximate the tidal cycle by the following idealization: we assumethat "high tide" persistsfor 4 hours, while "low tide"
persistsfor 8 hours.
The tidal transition is assumedto take place over a 30-minute period.. In
grid boxes within the sandbarregion, the fraction of the grid box assumed
to be covered by sand decreaseslinearly from 1 to 0 over this period;
similarly, the wat~r fraction increaseslinearly from 0 to 1. During the period
of inundation, two profiles of the turbulent exchangecoefficients for heat
and momentum are computed for eachgrid column over the sandbar.One
profile is basedon the surfacecharacteristicsof the sand,obtained via the
surface heat and moisture budgets.The other profile is computed assuming
a water surface of constant temperature. ResultantK profiles are then obtained -by weighting the land- and water-basedK profiles accordingto the
land-water distribution within the grid box at the giventime.

7. Sensitivity of the Model to Soil Variability
To isolate and comparethe responseof the model atmosphereto the soil
surfacesspecified in this study, we carried out a seriesof one-dimensional
column simulations similar to those reported by McCumberand Pielke [5].
Sinceadvectiveeffects are absentin thesesimulations, all variability among
the simulation resultsis ascribableto differencesin the responseof the soil
surfaceto incoming solar energy.The initial conditions for eachsimulation
are identical to those specified asinitial conditions for an individual column
with the given soil type in the two-dimensionalsimulations.The integration
time is 12 hours and the time step is 30 s, as in the two-dimensionalsimula~
tions.
We summarizethe relevant results of these simulations in Table 5. Here

Table 5. Results ofOne-Dimensional
Simulations
Soil type

Clayloam
Loam
Loamysand
Sand(dry)
Sand(wet)

~8(K)
Surface

z=6tn

27.7
21.5
25.3
22.6
10.2

12.8
10.7
12.0

Min. RelativeHumidity (%) Max. BowenRatio
Surface z = 6 m

28

22
32

9.1
1.4

15
23

24

6.4

11.1

29

6.6

100

67

2.2
0.14
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Fig. 2. Model-predictedvariablefields for ExperimentA. a)Potentialtemperature(K)
at z = 6 m; b) specifichumidity (g/kg) at z = 6 m; c) u-component(m/s) at z = 10 m;
d) v-component(m/s) at z = 10 m; e) w-comiJonent(cm/s) at z = 1000 m.
(-)
1015 LST; (- --) 1215 LST; (.
) 1415LST; () 1615LST.
Horizontal grid spacingis 3 km. Surfacetype variesasdescribedin Table 1

!J.Ois the difference betweenmaximum and minimum predicted potential
temperatures.The surfac.eBowen ratio is the ratio of the atmospheric
surface layer fluxes of sensibleand latent heat CpO*/(Lq*). Note the difference in the thermal responseto solar radiation betweenthe wet sandand
the other soil surfaces.The wet sandsuppliesenough moisture to maintain
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.) 1315 LST;

saturation at the air-soilinterface. Thus, more of the incoming solar energy
is channeledinto evaporation than into sensibleheating. As indicated by the
surfacerelative humidities, the remainingsoils dry out significantly as they
are heated by the sun.
8. Sea-Breeze
Simulations
In this section we considerthe daytime airflow pattern in the vIcinity of the
sandbar.Four two-din1ensionalnumerical simulations are discussed.Experi-
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ment A is a l2-hour model integration, initialized and bounded asdescribed
in Sections4 and 5. The sandbaris not inundated in this experiment. The
three remaining experimentsare identical to Experiment A except asnoted'
below.
In Experiment B, the sandbaris inundated beginning at 1215 LST asdescribedin Section6. This experimentis designedto evaluatethe effect of
tidal inundation on a well-developedseabreeze.We note here that an additional simulation in which the sandbarwas inundated for four hours
beginningat sunrise(0415 LST) produced results identical to Experiment A
between 1015 and 1615 LST.
In Experiment C, the variability of the land surfaceis eliminated; all nonwater surfacesaretreated as dry sand.This eliminatescirculations overland
which result from differential heating of nonhomogeneoussoil. Comparison
of experiments A and C thus isolatesthe effect of the contrast betweenthe
moist sandbarand adjacentdry soil.
In Experiment D, the water surface at the easternend of the domain is
replaced by a loam surface. Comparison of Experiments A and D isolates
the effect of the eastcoastseabreezeon the airflow over the sandbar.
Figs. 2 thrO\lgh 5 depict the evolution of severalatmosphericvariablesbetween 1015 and 1615 LST in each of the four experiments. We present
U,v, 0, and q at the first model level abovethe ground, to highlight the
effects of surface variability on the airflow. The vertical velocity at 1000 m
is also given; this is the height at which the maximum vertical velocity
associatedwith the west coastseabreezemost frequently occursin these
experiments. Note that only that portion of the model domain in the
vicinity of the sandbaris depicted.
In all four experiments, a seabreezehas developed off the seawardedge
of the sandbarby 1015 LST. By this time, the effect of the moist sandbar
is apparent. In experiment A (Fig. 2) a distinct region of horizontal 0
gradientis presentat both ends of the sandbar.The zonesof horizontal 0
gradient eachgeneratea convergencezone. The w maximum reaches1boo m
first near the sandbar/clayloam boundary, assurfaceheating and associated
boundary layer growth are more rapid at this location than at the seaward
edgeof the sandbar.In Experiment C (Fig. 4), where the moist sandbarand
clay loam are replaced by dry sand,a sharpsurface0 gradient occurs only
at the sea/landboundary, with an associatedw maximum at 1000m.
The surfacecharacteristicsand the eastcoastseabreeze(ESB) eachexert
a significant effect on the predicted movement of the west coastseabreeze
(WSB) after 1015 LST. BecauseoO/ox is positive abovethe entire extent of the
sandbarin Experiment A, the WSBmovesfurther eastwardbetween 1015
and 1215 LST than it doesin Experiment C, where oO/ox eastof the WSB
front is virtually zero. The w maximum in Experiment A shifts,westward
during this period asthe boundary layer grows near the west coast.
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The effect of the ESB bec°!Dessignificant during the afternoon. The ESB
is diffuse, with no significant associatedconvergencezone. In Experiment A
the penetration of the ESB erodesthe horizontal 8 gradient abovethe east
edgeof the sandbar;asa result, the WSB front is pushed back toward the
west coast. However,in Experiment D (Fig. 5), in which the ESB is absent,
the WSB front moves continuously eastwardbetween 1015and 1615 LST.
The resultsof Experiment B (Fig. 3) illustrate the adjustment of the WSB
to tidal inundation. After inundation is complete (1245 LST) a significant
surface temperature discontinuity exists only at the boundary betweenthe
inundated sandbarand the relatively hot clay loam surface.The WSB front
moves past this boundary approximately 1 hour after the completion of
inundation. This indicates the time required for the atmosphericboundary
layer to respondto the inundated surface.As in Experiment A, westward
movementof the WSB front appearsafter 1415 LST; the westwardmovement is substantially lessin Experiment B than in Experiment A because
the ESB does not significantly erode the horizontal 8 gradient.
A significant northerly wind componentis associatedwith the WSB in each
of the experiments. The development of the WSB results in an inertial
imbalance which feeds into the v component via the term -f(u -Ug).
Note that in Experiment B the inertial imbalancepersistsafter inundation
removesthe sea/sandbarinterface; thus the northerly flow continues to
intensify over the inundated sandbar,while the westerly component weakens
significantly between 1415 and 1615 LST.
The surface heat budget for the non-watersurfacesin Experiment A is given
for 1215and 1615 LST in Fig. 6. Over the dry soil (i.e. non-sandbar), the
magnitude of each term in the surface heat budgetis nearly constant within
eachsoil region. The atmosphericresponseto the differential heating of the
various dry soils is smoothed by advection(Fig. 2a).
The differencesin surfaceresponsebetweenthe moist sandbarand the dry
soils are quite significant. The sandbarreceivesa greaternet radiative influ,\
than do the dry soils, primarily as a result of its lower surface albedo as
determined by (AI7). As indicated by the one-dimensionalexperiments of
the previous section, the latent heat flux dominatesthe sensibleheat flux
over the sandbar,while the reverseis true over the dry soils.
Note that the heat flux into the moist sand at 1215 LST is much greater
than the heat flux into the dry soils despite the cooler sandbarsurface.
The magnitude of this flux is ascribableto the high thermal conductivity
of moist sand(eq. AI6).
In Fig. 7 we show the behavior of the specific humidity at the ground
surface,qo, in the vicinity of the sandbarin Experiment A. A pronounced
qo maximum occurs on the sandbar,due to the combined effects of sensible
heating (which increasesthe saturation specific humidity at the surface),
and upward transfer of moisture within the sand (which maintains surface
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saturation). However,6 m abovethe sandbarsurface(Fig. 2b) q decreases
during the first 6 h of model integration as advection from the dry soil
region dominatesthe turbulent transfer of moisture from below (Fig. 2a).
After passageof the WSB front, q levelsabovethe sandbarrise asmarine
air is advectedeastward.
Between 1415 and 1615 LST, q increasessharply at the 6 m level in
Experiment A abovethe easternportion of the sandbar.Sincethis region
lies eastof the WSB front, drier air is advectedinto the region from inland.
2 Arch. Met. Geoph. BiocI. A, Bd. 34, H. I
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Thus, the increasein q must be ascribableto turbulent transfer. The region
of slightly positive sensible heat flux at 1615 LST (Fig. 6) indicates that
the surface layer has becomestable eastof the WSBfront. Stabilization of
the surface layer results in a sharp reduction of model-calculatedturbulent
exchangecoefficients, but has a lessereffect immediately abovethe surface
on.the upward moisture flux from the sandbar.The net result is a convergenceof the turbulent moisture flux at low levels east of the WSBfront,
similar to that reported by McCumberand Pielke [5] in their one-dimensional
simulations.
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Fig. 6. Surface heat budget for Experiment A. a) 1215 LST and b)1615 LST, where
(-)
net radiation;(-.
-.-)sensible
heat flux;(."..
.) latent heat flux;() soil
heat flux. Units are W m-2. Positive values are directed toward the ground surface

A similar q maximum is predicted above the eastedge of the sandbarin
Experiment D. Here the maximum lies to the west of the WSB front; at
1615 LST turbulent transfer from the surfaceaddsmoisture to the marine
air adv~ctedinland by the WSB. In Experiment C, q decreasesthroughout
the afternoon east of the WSB front, asthe flux of moisture from the dry
sandsurfaceto the atmosphereis minimal, and the boundary layer continues

9.
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to deepen.The q increaseafter inundation in Experiment B results primarily
from advection by the WSB; note the relationship betweenthe u and q
fields in Fig. 3.

Summaryand Discussion
In this study we have attempted to simulate the effects of a large sandbar
on sea-breezedevelopmentalong the North Seacoastof the Gennan state
of Schleswig-Holstein.We have consideredthe effects of (1) land surface
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Fig. 7. Surfacespecifichumidity (g/kg) for ExperimentA. Legendasin Fig. 2

variability; (2) tidal inundation of the sandbar;and (3) inland penetration
of an opposingseabreezefrom the Baltic coast.
Our resultsindicate that a large sandbarcanplaya major role in seabreeze
development.A seabreezeis a responseto a local pressuregradient which
results from differential heating of a surface.The presenceof a moist sandbar adjacentto relatively dry soil adds an additional boundary acrosswhich
differential heating can take place; this can act to diffuse the seabreeze
front.
Tidal inundation of the sandbarremovesthis additional boundary. Thus
the effect of .inundation on a well-developedseabreezeinvolves both a
translation and intensification of the seabreezefront.
Model results indicate that the Baltic seabreezepenetrateswestwardto the
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North Sea sandbarunder moderate easterlysynoptic flow, eroding the
horizontal temperature gradient above the sandbar-soilinterface. In
response,the west coast seabreezeis forced back toward the North Sea
during the afternoon.
Low-levelatmospherichumidity over the sandbaris governedprimarily by
advection when the model surface layer is unstable. Stabilization of the
model surface layer results In turbulent moisture flux convergenceabove
the sandbar,and a significant increasein low-levelatmospherichumidities
during the late afternoon.
Although we have basedthe initial and surfaceconditions for our simulations upon actual dry summer conditions in Schleswig-Holstein,these
simulai1onsare highly idealized. Realistic simulation of the airflow in this
areawould require us to considerthe effects of coastalcurvature and of the
islands within the sandbarregion (Fig. 1). This would require a threedimensionalsimulation. Additionally, we haveignored the effects of vegetation cover, which perhapswould mitigate the contrast betweenmoist sand
and dry soil surfaces.However, we believe that this study illustrates the
necessityof proper representationof surfacecharacteristicsin the simulation
of airflows in coastalregions.
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AppendixA. Soil MoistureTreatment
It is useful to begin by defining some characteristic soil parameters. The moisture content
11is the volume of water (vapor plus liquid) contained in a unit volume of soil. It has units
ofL3L -3.
The moisture potential1/! is the suction pressure required to extract water from the soil.
1/!is conventionally given in units of length, symbolizing the height of a water column
supportable by the required suction pressure (1 bar = 1000 cm). 1/!is always negative; ,
its absolute value decreaseswith increasing soil moisture.
The hydraulic conductivity (KTj) relates the soil moisture flux to the gradient of 1/!.
Only vertical gradients within the soil are considered in this study. Symbolically
3 (1/! +z)

w.-.,.= Knf),.,
..az

'

(AI)

where It'sis the soil moisture flux (positive downw~rd) and Pw is the density of water.
Ws has dimensions M L -2 T- 1 ; thusKfj has dimensions LT- 1 .Kfj increases as soil
moisture content increases.
The diffusivity (Dfj) is analogous to the exchange coefficient utilized in the representation of turbulent fluxes in the atmosphere. We define
aIt'
Dfj = Kfj -a
71

.

(A2)

RuTG
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(2) Eq. (AI) is inverted to obtain 1/1at the air-soil interface from the new value of Ws.
(3) Eq. (A4) is inverted to obtain 71at the air-soil interface from the new value of I/IG.
(4) K7J and D7J are computed at the air-soil interface using eqs. (AS) and (A6),
respectively.
(5) The convergence of I/IG is checked, if I/IGhas not sufficiently converged, steps (2)
through (4) are repeated.
(6) A surface relative humidity is computed from the equation
-gl/lG

-

h = exp-1

(AID)

qG = hils

(All)

qs = 0.622 p;-=~es

(AI2)

The equations

TG -273.16

es = 6.1078e~ [ 17.269.TG -35.86

are then usedto obtain the specifichumidity at the surface,qG.
(7) The newvalue of qG is usedto updateWa.
The sequenceof steps(1) through (7) is repeateduntil wa and Wsfulfill the convergence
criterion. After wa and Wshaveconverged,the prognosticequationfor 1/
a

Pw-1/

at

=-

aws

/..
I.i\. 1 .,
"+)

az

is solved. As a lower boundary condition on this equation, 1/is fIXed at a specified depth
in the soil. New values of KfJ' 1/1,andD, are then obtained from (A4), (AS), and (A6)
using the updated values of1/.
The soil volumetric heat capacity C and the thermal conductivity X are functions of soil
moisture. These parameters, required in the prognostic equation for (Js,are obtained
from the equations

C = (1 -1/) C; + 1/Cw

{ A=exp[-(pf+2.7)];
A = 0.00041;

PfE;;5.1
PI> 5.1

where Pfis the base10 logarithm of the moisturepotential1/!.
The surfacealbedois a function of surfacesoilmoistureand is obtainedfrom
as=0.31-0.34A;
as = 0.14;
A = (1//1/s)

AE;;0.5
A>0.5

(A17)

List of Symbols
as
b
C

soil albedo
dimensionless
soilmoisture exponent(function of soil textural class)
volumetric heat capacity
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Cj
Cw

es

g
h
KT/

KT/s

L
P
PI

q
qG
qs
q*
Rv

t
TG

u,v,w
u*
Wa
Ws
(ws)G
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Pw
1/1
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dry volumetric heat capacityfor soil type i
volumetric heat capacityfor water
saturationvaporpressureof air
gravitationalconstant
relativehumidity of the surfacesoil
hydraulic conductivity
saturationhydraulic conductivity
latent heatof vaporization
atmosphericpressure
baselO logarithm of the magnitudeof the soilmoisturepotential
atmosphericspecifichumidity
soil surfacespecifichumidity
saturationspecifichumidity
friction specifichumidity
gasconstantfor water vapor
time
groundsurfacetemperature
velocities
friction velocity
atmosphericsurfacemoisture flux
soilmoisture flux
surfacesoil moisture flux
soilvolumetricmoisture content
soil porosity
potential temperaturein the atmosphere
potential temperaturein the soil
friction potential temperature
soil thermal conductivity
air density
water density
,
soilmoisturepotential (ashead of water,cm)
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